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Abstrat. In this paper, we extend the formal spei�ation of the Java-

Spaes arhiteture presented in [18℄ with the event noti�ation meh-

anism. Proesses running on a JavaSpaes system an register their in-

terest in inoming entries. The spae informs the arrival of mathing

entries by sending events to the registered proesses. We use �CRL,

a language that ombines abstrat data types with proess algebra, to

model a formal abstration of this mehanism. The purpose of this work,

in ombination with the previous one, is to verify properties of the Java-

Spaes tehnology and to allow automati model heking of distributed

appliations built under it.

1 Introdution

The parallel omposition of simple behavior agents an produe ompliated

systems. Distributed appliations have to manage with the ommuniation and

synhronization between proesses aross heterogeneous networks, dealing with

latenies, partial failures and system inompatibilities. Hene oordination ar-

hitetures attempt to assist programmers at the diÆult task of designing and

implementing reliable distributed systems.

JavaSpaes

TM

[16℄ tehnology is a Sun Mirosystems, In. oordination arhi-

teture, implemented as a Jini

TM

[17℄ servie. It gives support to two program-

ming styles of proesses oordination: the shared dataspae (Linda [8℄ like style)

and a reative style. External agents ommuniate by sharing objets through

the spae, by means of some basi primitives. They an basially write and look

up objets but they an also express their interest in inoming entries, by regis-

tering using the notify primitive. Then the spae is harged to inform the agents

the presene of suitable entries by sending events. The external proesses \reat"

to the arrival of new entries in the spae.

In a previous paper [18℄, we studied the basi features of the shared dataspae

style, now we are going to present the formal spei�ation of the noti�ation

mehanism using �CRL [13, 11℄, a language whih merges the standard proess
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algebra ACP [1℄ and abstrat data types. By extending the model with the new

operation, we allow to prototype and verify more JavaSpaes appliations. The

veri�ation of the system is done by using the ombination of the �CRL tool

set [2℄ and the C�sar Ald

�

ebaran Development Pakage (CADP) [10℄.

During the implementation of the �CRL model we had to fae several diÆ-

ulties in interpretation of the JavaSpaes spei�ation. There are some issues

that JavaSpaes spei�ation leaves unlear or ambiguous and that are atually

solved in the implementation. In our work, we attempt to larify and resolve this

lak of preision and detail.

This paper is strutured as follows. After this introdution, we present the

JavaSpaes spei�ation and the �CRL language. We ontinue with the study

of the formalism of the JavaSpaes arhiteture fousing on the notify primi-

tive. Then, we illustrate the spei�ation by modeling and model heking a

simple appliation. The paper �nishes with the onlusion and some referenes

to other related works. The spei�ation and some examples an be found at:

\http://www.wi.nl/~miguel/JavaSpaes/".

2 JavaSpaes

JavaSpaes is both an appliation program interfae (API) and a distributed

programming model. Agents an interat simultaneously with a shared dataspae

of objets, the spae handles the details of onurrent aess to the data. Agents

of appliations are \loosely oupled", they do not ommuniate with eah other

diretly but by sharing information via the ommon spae. They use a small set

of primitives desribed in Figure 1:
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Fig. 1. JavaSpaes arhiteture overview

A write operation plaes a opy of an entry into the spae. Entries an be

loated by \assoiative lookup" implemented by templates. Proesses �nd the
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entries they are interested in by expressing onstraints about their ontents with-

out having any information about the objet identi�ation, owner or loation.

A read request returns a opy of an objet from the spae that mathes the

provided template, or null if no objet has been found. If no mathing entries are

in the spae, then read may wait a user-spei�ed amount of time (timeout) until

a mathing entry arrives in the spae. ReadIfExists performs exatly like read,

but it only bloks if there are mathing objets in the spae but they have on-

iting loks from one or more other transations. Take and takeIfExists are the

destrutive versions of read and readIfExists: one an objet has been returned,

it is removed from the spae.

The notify primitive is used to express interest in future inoming objets.

The agent provides a template and the spae will notify the agent when a math-

ing objet has arrived, by means of an event. Three entities are involved in the

noti�ation mehanism: The spae is the soure of events, it �res an event when

an entry mathes a registration. The destinations, alled listeners, wait for the

arrival of events and \reat" to them. And the appliation proess whih register

the listeners to be noti�ed. The registration is done by the synhronous ation

notify based on the JavaSpaes spei�ation [12℄.

publi interfae JavaSpae {

...;

EventRegistration notify(Entry tmpl, Transation txn,

RemoteEventListener listener, long lease,

MarshalledObjet handbak)

throws RemoteExeption, TransationExeption;

...;

}

The primitive gets as arguments the template to math entries, the refer-

ene to a transation, the referene to the remote event listener, the lease and a

handbak used to pass information from the appliation proess to the listeners.

The spae returns an eventRegistration objet, whih inludes the registration

identi�ation number (the spae assigns a identi�ation number to any new reg-

istration), the granted lease and the initial sequene number for events generated

from the notify registration. Every mathing entry will inrease by one the se-

quene number of the registrations. And newly generated event will ontain a

sequene number greater than the previous one.

JavaSpaes also provide support to leasing and transations, from the Jini

arhiteture [17℄:

JavaSpaes supports a transational model ensuring that a set of grouped

operations are performed on the spae atomially, in suh a way that either

all of them omplete or none are exeuted. Transations a�et the behavior

of the primitives, e.g. an objet written within a transation is not externally

aessible until the transation ommits, the insertion will never be visible if

the transations aborts. Transations provide a means for enforing onsisteny.

Transations in JavaSpaes preserve the ACID properties: Atomiity, Consis-

teny, Isolation and Durability.
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JavaSpaes alloates resoures for a �xed period of time, by assoiating a

lease to the resoure. The lease model is bene�ial in distributed systems where

partial failures an produe waste of resoures. The spae determines the time

during whih an objet an be stored in the repository before being automatially

removed. Also transations are subjet to leasing, an exeption is sent when the

lease of a transation has been expired. Leases an always be renewed or aneled.

In the paper [18℄ we have presented the �CRL spei�ation of the primitives:

write, read, take, takeIfExists and readIfExists, leases and transations. Now we

are going to fous on the notify operation.

To know more about JavaSpaes, please onsult the referenes [12, 16℄.

3 Introdution to �CRL

A �CRL spei�ation is omposed by two parts. First, the de�nition of the data

types, alled sorts. A sort onsists of a signature in whih a set of funtion

symbols, and a list of axioms are delared. For example, the spei�ation of the

booleans (Bool) with the onjuntion operator (and) is de�ned as follows:

sort Bool

fun T,F:!Bool

map and: Bool�Bool!Bool

var b: Bool

rew and(T, b) = b

and(F, b) = F

The keyword fun denotes the onstrutor funtion symbols andmap is used

to delare additional funtions for a sort. We an add equations using variables

(delared after rew and var) to speify the funtion symbols. The delaration

of the sort Bool must be inluded in every �CRL spei�ation beause booleans

are used for modeling the guards in the \if-then-else" onstrution.

The seond part of the spei�ation onsists of the proess de�nition. The

basi expressions are ations and proess variables. Ations represent events in

the system, are delared using the keyword at followed by an ation name

and the sorts of data with whih they are parameterized. Ations in �CRL

are onsidered atomi. There are two prede�ned onstants: Æ whih represents

deadlok, and � whih is a hidden ation. Proess variables abbreviate proesses,

and are used for reursive spei�ations.Proess operators de�ne how the proess

terms are ombined. We an use:

{ The sequential, alternative and parallel omposition (:,+,k) proess opera-

tors.

{ sum (

P

) to express the possibility of in�nite hoie of one element of a sort.

{ The onditional expression \if-then-else" denoted p � b � q, where b is

a boolean expression, p and q proess terms. If b is true then the system

behaves as p otherwise it behaves like q.
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They keyword omm spei�es that two ations may synhronize. If two

ations are able to synhronize we an fore that they our always in om-

muniation using the operator �

H

. The operator �

I

hides enlosed ations by

renaming into � ations. The initial behavior of the system an be spei�ed with

the keyword init followed by a proess term:

System = �

I

�

H

(p

0

k p

1

k :::)

init System

4 �CRL Spei�ation

The spae is modeled as a single proess alled javaspae. External agents are

implemented as separate proesses exeuted in parallel with the spae. A Java-

Spaes system is spei�ed in �CRL as follows:

System = �

I

�

H

(javaspae(:::) k external P

0

(id

0

: Nat; :::)

k external P

1

(id

1

: Nat; :::) k :::)

The arguments of the javaspae proess represent the urrent state of the

spae. They are omposed by: stored objets, ative transations, the urrent

time, ative operations, notify registrations, et etera. . . External proesses in-

terat with the spae by means of a set of synhronous ations, derived from

the JavaSpaes API. Every proess has a unique identi�ation number used by

the spae to ontrol the aess to the ommon repository. Proesses use the sort

Entry to enapsulate the shared data. In the JavaSpaes spei�ation, an entry

orresponds to a serializable Java

TM

objet whih implements the publi inter-

fae Entry (with some other restritions). In our model, entries are represented

by a sort. Users an de�ne their own data struture aording to the appliation

requirements. The insertion of a new entry into the spae is done with the ation

write whih has four arguments: the proess identi�ation number of the sort

Nat (naturals), the entry of the sort Entry, the lease of naturals and the refer-

ene to a transation (null if it is not submitted to any one). When the spae

reeives a write request, it automatially enapsulates the entry, with its lease

and the referene to the transation, in an new data sort (Objet) and stores it

in the database whih has the struture of a Set.

Look up primitives ould be lassi�ed as: destrutive and non-destrutive,

depending on whether the item is removed or not after the exeution of the

ation, and in bloking and non-bloking depending on whether the proess waits

until it reeives the requested item. We an invoke destrutive look ups (take)

or non-destrutive (read), setting up the time during whih the ation bloks.

The JavaSpaes spei�ation says that a look up request searhes in the

spae for an Entry that mathes the template provided in the ation. If the

math is found, a referene to a opy of the mathing entry is returned. If no

math is found, null is returned. We do not use templates to model the mathing

operation but by adding to every invoation one prediate, as argument, whih

determines if an Entry mathes or not the ation. This prediate belongs to the
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sort Query, de�ned by the user aording to the spei�ation of the Entry. The

sort must inlude the operator test used to perform the mathing. An entry of

the spae will math a look up ation if it satis�es the assoiated test prediate.

The look up operations are not atomi. They are done by two synhronous

ations; �rst the proess makes the request and bloks waiting for an entry or

for the timeout expiration. First, the spae stores this request in a set with other

pending requests and afterward the spae returns a mathing entry or the null

value.

The behavior of all the primitives would be slightly di�erent depending on

whether they are exeuted under a transation or not. Before fousing on the

notify primitive let's see a small example of ode illustrating the presented op-

erations. The example is a reursive proess whih renames entries of type A to

type B. It performs the operation under a transation leased for one time unit.

If the timeout of the transation expires the spae raises an exeption and sent

it to the proess by means of a synhronous ation (exeption), then the proess

deadloks:

pro ren(id:Nat) =

.

P

tr:Nat

(reate(id, tr, S(0))

.(take(id, tr, FOREVER, isTypeA) + Exeption(id, tr).Æ)

.

P

e:Entry

((Return(id,e) + Exeption(id, tr).Æ)

.(write(id, renameToB(e), tr, FOREVER)+ Exeption(id, tr).Æ))

.(ommit(id, tr) + Exeption(id, tr).Æ))

.ren(id).Æ

Now, we are going to fous on the spei�ation of the notify mehanism

introdued in Setion 2.

For simpliity, we have abstrated away the lease, the transation and the

handbak but we will omment the inlusion of the �rst two �elds later in this

setion. The template is replaed by a query. We assume the registration is done

atomially, thus no events an be �red between the begin of the registration

and its return. Therefore the initial sequene number of events will be zero.

Due to these abstrations, the spae only returns a single value representing

the registration identi�ation number. This operation is performed reliably so it

annot throw any exeption. The ation signature is:

sort Nat, Query

at notify: Nat�Nat�Query�Nat

The arguments are: the proess identi�ation number, the listener identi�ation

number, the query and the event registration identi�ation number (provided by

the spae).

When the spae synhronizes with a notify ation, it stores the registration

in a set. For eah newly written entry it will hek every registration to know

whether it has to be noti�ed or not. In other words, the spae marks the regis-

trations whose query mathes the new entry. It also inrements by one the event

sequene number. The spei�ation says that the spae makes a \best e�ort"
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to deliver the noti�ations, a noti�ation event will be eventually sent to the

registered listeners. The spae does not guarantee the generation of an event for

every mathing entry, so several mathing entries an be stored before the spae

deides to �re a message. The sequene numbers are useful to keep trak of the

events, as we will see on a small example in Setion 5.

An event listener is an objet that reats to the reeption of an event and that

may be running remotely. The listener has a method (notify

1

) invoked whenever

it reeives a noti�ation event. Aording to the JavaSpaes spei�ation the

notify all is synhronous so the spae waits on a listener until the all �nishes,

but the JavaSpaes implementations are multi-threaded hene many di�erent

notify alls an be done onurrently. We modeled the notify operation with our

single javaspae proess, assuming that we have an implementation with enough

threads to manage all the noti�ations of the system. The �CRL spae delivers

the event and doesn't wait until the end of the method all of the listener. This

poliy will not be admissible if there are too many listener registrations or if the

notify methods are very slow (blok the spae for long periods) or never return.

Our model would help programmers to take are about preserving the desirable

behavior of the system, for example we will show one appliation in Setion 5

the detetion of a problem in a listener whih arrives to a non desired bloked

state.

The event sent by the spae ontains some data values. It inludes the reg-

istration identi�ation number, to allow a listener to distinguish the event as

belonging to a partiular registration and the sequene number of events, whih

an be used by listeners to know the number of events ourred from last noti-

�ation.

In our model, listeners are going to be modeled as separate proesses. �CRL

does not allow the instantiation of proesses on running time so listeners have to

be de�ned at the beginning, aording to the needs of the appliation. A listener

has the following struture:

pro listener(id:Nat, d

0

:D

0

,...,d

n

:D

n

) =

P

registrationID:Nat

(

P

seq:Nat

( Notify(id, registrationID, seq)

.do work

.listener(id)))

Where d

0

:D

0

,...,d

n

:D

n

are the user de�ned arguments, and Notify the ation

for reeiving the event. The .do work operation may be omposed of any om-

putation or any ommuniation with other proesses or with the spae.

Messages travel over the network from the event soure (the spae) to the

event destination (the listener); they are not delivered instantaneously nor re-

liably. Hene events may be lost and never reah their destinations. They may

also arrive unordered beause events an follow di�erent paths. The event soure

an always dupliate messages beause it annot be sure whether the delivered

events have arrived or not. To model this non-deterministi behavior, we speify

1

Do not onfuse with the registration notify method.
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a separate proess whih represents the network situated between the soure and

the destination. This proess stores the events in a �fo list, and an always:

{ Reeive: The network proess reeives and event from the spae by means

of the synhronous ation Notify.

{ Loose: It removes the �rst objet of the list.

{ Swap: It hanges the order of the �rst two events that have the same desti-

nation.

{ Dupliate: It repliates the �rst element of the list.

{ Deliver: The networks dispenses an event to a listener using the ation

notify.

We parameterized the network proess with a �eld ounting the number of

errors (looses, dupliations and swaps). To keep �nite the system we only allow a

maximum number of errors. A reliable network would have a maximum number

of errors equal to zero.

The omplete system is omposed of the parallel omposition of the appli-

ation proesses, listeners, the spae and the network. Figure 2 illustrates the

model.

Application

process

Application

process

Listener Listener

Loose

Duplicate

Swap order

Space

Active Actions

Registrations

Entries
matching

matching

NETWORK

read take

registration

write

take,write,...

notifications

Fig. 2. Noti�ation arhiteture

We an also add leasing to the registration mehanism. We proeed in the

same way as for the look up primitives. The appliation proess passes the re-

quested lease to the spae, it inludes this value in a data �eld of the registration

objet. The spae manages a entralized lok implemented as a disrete ounter.

The javaspae proess inrements this lok arbitrarily. Using this ounter we

an manage the expiration of the leases. When the registration lease expires the

spae automatially removes the objet from the data base. Listeners an reeive
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events even if the registration has been removed, beause the messages may be

delayed on the network.

Notify an also be joined to a transation. The spae will send events when

a mathing entry is written under the same transation of the registration or

under the null transation. If a transation expires the joined registrations will

be removed. We have not implemented these two issues (transations and leasing)

for the notify primitive, but aording to its spei�ation for the other primitives

we foresee no major diÆulties to do it. This onludes the presentation of the

�CRL model, now let's analyze a simple appliation.

5 Example

In this setion we are going to illustrate the use of the proposed spei�ation to

model hek JavaSpaes appliations by analyzing a simple example. The system

onsists of a proess whih registers a listener, expressing interest in any new

data of the type message. When the listener reeives the event, it just takes the

message and prints \Hello World" (see the example in Chapter 8 of \JavaSpaes

Priniples, Patterns, and Pratie" [12℄). First we speify the sort Entry, whih

only has two possible values the ompulsory null entry, and the message (we

don't are about its ontent). The �CRL ode is as follows:

sort Entry

fun entryNull:!Entry

message: !Entry

map eq: Entry�Entry!Bool

var e: Entry

rew eq(entryNull,entryNull) = T

eq(message, message) = T

eq(entryNull, message) = F

eq(message, entryNull) = F

We de�ne two queries: any whih mathes any entry and isMessage whih mathes

the entries of type message. Let's see the ode:

sort Query

fun any: !Query

isMessage: !Query

map test: Query�Entry!Bool

eq: Query�Query!Bool

var e: Entry

rew test(any, e) = T

test(isMessage, message) = T

eq(any,any) = T

eq(isMessage,isMessage) = T

eq(any,isMessage) = F

eq(isMessage,any) = F
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The user appliation is omposed by two proesses. Apps exeutes the ation

notify registering the listener and the listener, that �rst gets the event and then

tries to take the entry from the spae. If the take is suessful it does the a-

tion HelloWorld. Note that we have simpli�ed the primitives take and write by

removing the lease and the transation. The ode is:

pro apps(id: Nat, listenerID: Nat) =

P

registrationID:Nat

(notify(id, listenerID, isMessage, registrationID))

.write(id, token).Æ

pro listener(id:Nat) =

P

registrationID:Nat

(

P

seq:Nat

( Notify(id, registrationID, seq)))

.take(id, isMessage)

.waiting

.

P

e:Entry

(Return(id,e))

.HelloWorld

.endNotify(id, registrationID, seq)

.listener(id)

Finally, the omplete system is omposed by the parallel omposition of the

spae, the apps proess, the listener and the network, whih is allowed to ommit

one error.

System = �

fwrite;Write;notify;Notify; notify; Notify;:::g

(javaspae(0; emN; emA; 0)jjNetwork(emE; 0; S(0)) jj

apps(0; S(0)) jj listener(S(0)))

To eah �CRL spei�ation belongs a labeled transition system (LTS) being a

direted graph, in whih the nodes represent states and the edges are labeled with

ations. If this transition system has a �nite number of states the �CRL tool set

an automatially generate this graph. Subsequently, the C�sar Ald

�

ebaran

Development Pakage (CADP) an be used to visualise and to analyse this

transition system. Figure 3 shows the generated LTS of the simple HelloWorld

appliation where the ation N orresponds to the ommuniation between the

notify ation of the appliation proess and the Notify ation of the spae, W

to the write ations, N orresponds to send an event from the spae to the

network, N to deliver it from the network to the listener, T orresponds to

a take request and Rt is the return of the take. Dupliate, loose, HelloWorld,

waiting and endNotify are external ations informing about the exeution of the

system. Remark that the ation endNotify is just a \printed" message, listeners

do not synhronize with the spae at the end of the notify invoation.

We an see in the �gure 3 a desirable exeution following the path: 0-1-2-

3-4-7-9-11-13-15) and two undesired behaviors. The �rst is when the network

looses the data (path: 0-1-2-3-5), thus the listener doesn't reeive the message.

The other is when the network dupliates the event(0-1-2-3-6-8-10-12-14-15-16-

17-18-19-20), then listener tries to take two times the message. In this ase the

listener gets bloked waiting for a return that will never happen unless another
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endNotify(S(0),0,S(0))

Fig. 3. LTS of HelloWorld in a non reliable network

proess writes a new message. We an avoid the seond undesired behavior by

heking the event sequene number before trying to perform the take primitive.

This is modeled with the following ode:

pro listener(id:Nat, last:Nat) =

P

registrationID:Nat

(

P

seq:Nat

( Notify(id, registrationID, seq)

.(take(id, isMessage)

.waiting

P

e:Entry

(Return(id,e))

.HelloWorld � gt(seq, last) � do nothing)

.endNotify(id, registrationID, seq)

.listener(id)))

The listener only tries to take the message if the sequene number (seq) is

greater than the sequene number of the last noti�ation (last), otherwise it

assumes that the event has been dupliated and �nishes.

We an automatially verify some properties of the system using the Evalu-

ator tool from the CADP pakage. These properties are expressed in temporal

logi. We used the regular alternation-free �-alulus formulas [15℄. For example,

the following formula means that every notify invoation of a listener �nishes, in

other words: after a N there is always an endNotify with the same arguments:

[true*.'__N(.*)'℄mu X.(<true>true and [not 'endNotify(\(.*\))'℄X)
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This formula does not hold for the �rst example of listener. The evaluator

analyzes it and gives the ounter example orresponding to already pointed path.

However the seond listener, whih heks the sequene number of events satis�es

the property.

6 Related Work

As we said, this work is an extension of the [18℄. Our information of JavaSpaes

is based upon the book [12℄, and the doumentation from Sun on JavaSpaes [16℄

and Jini [17℄. The latter doument desribes a.o. the onepts of leasing, trans-

ations and distributed events. The basi ideas of JavaSpaes go bak to the

oordination language Linda [8℄.

Some work on the formalization of JavaSpaes (or other Linda-like languages)

exist, notably [4, 5, 6, 7℄. In these papers, an operational semantis of Java-

Spaes programs is given by means of derivation rules. In fat, in this approah

JavaSpaes programs beome expressions in a speial purpose proess algebra.

Those authors aim at general results, i.e. omparison with other oordination

languages, expressiveness, and results on serializability of transations. Veri�a-

tion of individual JavaSpaes programs wasn't aimed at.

Although we also take an operational approah, our tehnique is quite dif-

ferent. We model the Javaspae system, and the JavaSpaes programs as ex-

pressions in the well-known, general-purpose proess algebra, �CRL [13℄. This

allows us to use the existing �CRL tool set [2℄ and the CADP tool set [10℄ for

the veri�ation of individual JavaSpaes programs. In our model, the JavaSpaes

programs ommuniate with the JavaSpaes system synhronously.

Our tehnial approah is similar to the researh in [9, 14℄. In these papers,

programs written under the Splie arhiteture [3℄ are veri�ed. Both papers

give an operational model of Splie in �CRL, and use the �CRL and CADP

tool sets to analyse Splie programs. One of the main purposes of the Splie

arhiteture is to have a fast data distribution of volatile data. To this end,

the data storage is distributed, as opposed to the entral storage in JavaSpaes.

In Splie, data items are distributed by a publish/subsribe mehanism. Newer

data items simply overwrite outdated items.

7 Conlusion

In this paper we studied the spei�ation of the notify mehanism of the Java-

Spaes arhiteture. We have found several diÆulties in interpretation that we

tried to solve. Some of these problems are solved in the implementation of Java-

Spaes but not in its spei�ation.

First, the spei�ation says that an event an be dupliated by the event

soure. This issue is soure of several questions: How and when does the spae

deide to send twie the same message? Has the notify all a timeout? Can

listeners be noti�ed during a noti�ation? Other problem omes from the in-

terpretation of \best e�ort"; the spae will \eventually" send a event after a
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write. But when does the spae send a event? and when does it ompress several

mathes in one noti�ation?.

The notify all is \synhronous", so the spae bloks until the end of the

remote method. Whih ations are listeners allowed to do in the notify method?

What will happen if a listener never returns? What will be the di�erene between

a single-threaded and a multi-threaded spae?

We attempted to solve the unlear details by making assumptions about the

behavior of the system. Our informations are not only based on the JavaSpaes

spei�ation, sometimes ambiguous, but also in the arhives of the disussion

group where some of these have been treated. See, for example:

http://arhives.java.sun.om/gi-bin/wa?A2=ind9904&L=javaspaes-users&P=R3468&D=0&H=0&O=T&T=1

http://arhives.java.sun.om/gi-bin/wa?A2=ind0106&L=javaspaes-users&P=R2562&D=0&H=0&O=T&T=1

The last part of the paper is dediated to the study of a very simple JavaSpae

appliations. Although we annot verify the orretness of the proposed model,

we an see, in small examples, that the behavior orresponds to JavaSpaes

spei�ation. Together with the �CRL simulator this provides some validation of

the model. We also present some ideas of how to verify properties of appliations.

In the same way we an study more omplex problems.

The �CRL model of the noti�ation mehanism may be used not only to

model hek JavaSpaes appliations but also to study the arhiteture itself

and resolve all kinds of unlear or ambiguous points.
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